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NEW QUESTION: 1
After running a packet analyzer on the network, a security analyst has noticed the following
output:
Which of the following is occurring?
A. A port scan
B. A network map
C. A service discovery
D. A ping sweep
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company that provides Software as a Service wants to prevent the application code from
being modified.
Which of the following techniques should be used to accomplish this task?
A. Auditing
B. Encryption
C. Signing
D. Obfuscation
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Purchases WHERE PurchaseTime = CONVERT(DATE, GETDATE())
B. SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Purchases WHERE CONVERT(VARCHAR, PurchaseTime, 112) =
CONVERT(VARCHAR, GETDATE(), 112)
C. SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Purchases WHERE PurchaseTime = GETDATE()
D. SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Purchases WHERE PurchaseTime >= CONVERT(DATE, GETDATE())
AND PurchaseTime < DATEADD(DAY, 1, CONVERT(DATE, GETDATE()))

Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Two answers will return the correct results (the "WHERE CONVERT..." and "WHERE ... AND ... "
answers).
The correct answer for Microsoft would be the answer that is most "efficient". Anybody have a
clue as to which is most efficient? In the execution plan, the one that I've selected as the correct
answer is the query with the shortest duration. Also, the query answer with "WHERE
CONVERT..." threw warnings in the execution plan...something about affecting
CardinalityEstimate and SeekPlan.
I also found this article, which leads me to believe that I have the correct answer:
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms181034.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are developing an ASP.NET web page.
You need to ensure that content flows from right to left.
What should you do?
A. In the <html> tag, add an attribute named dir with a value of "RTL"
B. In the <html> tag, add an attribute named dir with a value of "RightToLeft"
C. In the @Page directive, add an attribute named dir with a value of "RTL"
D. In the @Page directive, add an attribute named dir with a value of "RightToLeft"
Answer: A
Explanation:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/twe16yc2%28v=vs.100%29.aspx
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